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IT organizations are in the middle of a fundamental paradigm shift (Business jargon).
Application developers and line of business owners are demanding agility in their IT
infrastructure. IT is having a hard time keeping up and as a result are losing these customers to
the public cloud. CIO’s are in the process of trying to change but they are being driven by the
technology fads of the day instead of coming up with a solid strategy moving forward. Hybrid
cloud architecture is a solid strategy that satisfies the needs of the demanding application
developers and line of business; while keeping IT’s core tenets of efficiency, security and
reliability. Hybrid clouds give application developers what they want while still adhering to these
tenets through flexibility, agility, predictive performance, efficiency, and security & compliance.

Agility
Application Developers are working in a highly competitive economy. They need to move fast
and change quickly to outmaneuver their competition. In order to do this, they need data center
infrastructure and services instantly. They cannot wait to purchase machines and stand up new
servers, network and storage. They need it now. As quickly as they need infrastructure they
abandon it when the competitive landscape demands a pivot in product direction. This leads
many Development teams to move to the public cloud.

They can quickly spin up and spin down infrastructure in a matter of minutes. This gives them
the agility that they are looking for. But there is a high cost to blindly using public clouds. One of
the largest problems with Development teams migration to the public cloud is they don’t plan for
the ability to connect data and services from their current data center into their public cloud
infrastructure instances. Typically Development teams develop in isolation until test and
production deployments. Many key elements of production software are left to the last minute
when applications are ported to production environments. In some cases production
environments require data from legacy infrastructure, compliance and security processes, and
services from on-prem applications. When these critical elements are integrated in the late
stages of deploying applications into product, they can cause delays and the benefits of agility
are more than wiped out.
By establishing a hybrid model, many of the integration points are exposed to the development
team early. The connectivity to legacy or on-prem data and services, is handled securely and
within compliance standards and processes. Hybrid cloud tools like Cloud Management
Platforms (CMP), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and automation frameworks, reduce the manual
steps and increase repeatability resulting in speed to deploying usable products. Without these
hybrid cloud tools and processes, deploying applications that span traditional data center and
public cloud, become unmanageable, unyielding and prone to cyber-attacks.

Flexibility
Public clouds give the ability to stand up infrastructure with a click of a button. This gives
developers an “easy button” to deploy needed infrastructure and services. Many cloud service
providers are looking for ways to lock in developers into their services and infrastructure. One
strategy to prevent vendor lock in is deploy a Cloud Management Platform (CMP) portal. These
CMP(s) are essential in developing a Hybrid cloud architecture. They give developers the ability
to ask for services and infrastructure without necessarily knowing which cloud is running their
applications. Why is this beneficial? Flexibility.
First is application portability. Developers will not become tied to one cloud’s way of doing
things (public or private). This means that they will write code that can easily be transported
between clouds. Good developers will do that automatically, but when working in specific cloud
infrastructure software engineers tend to follow the new shiny objects that cloud service
providers are so good at putting in front of them.
Second is operational flexibility. Any successful CIO will build flexibility into their IT organization
to meet the ever changing needs of their customers. You want to make sure that you have the

same flexibility when you are deploying a cloud strategy. You need the ability to move
workloads between different cloud offerings both private and public, depending on the current
environment. The goal is to give your customers what they want in a secure, cost conscience
and reliable manner. That may mean moving workloads from one public cloud vendor to another
based on price; moving from private to public clouds during a data center upgrade; or
responding to a cyber-attack by quarantining off effect infrastructure and spinning up new
infrastructure in a hardened cloud.
The key here is to abstract away the clouds services and infrastructure stickiness so you can
freely move between clouds workloads, data and applications based business drivers. If you
don’t put a hybrid cloud solution in place you end up making business decisions based off of the
stickiness of a cloud solution instead of the core values of your business.

Predictive Performance
One of the biggest problems with public cloud is something called the noisy neighbor. Public
Cloud does a great job at utilizing all of the CPU, memory, network and storage in their
infrastructure. This is where they make most of their money. Their data centers are run at
incredible utilization numbers. They accomplish this by over provisioning resources. Most
application and services are sitting idle much of the time. They can actually fit more applications
and services on one box than most IT organizations are comfortable with. But this comes at a
price.
When using a public cloud, many times you do not know what or who else is running on the
same machine, storage array, or network as you. For some of the workloads this is not a
problem. Your application or service runs something and then you are waiting for the next
request. But if you have an application where you need to have more predictive performance,
public clouds give such un-predictive results that it becomes unusable.

One example of this is automated build systems. Most build engineers know that some
application builds can “hang” indefinitely due to coding errors. Many times they put “timeouts” on
the builds to catch bad builds that don’t finish. When there is a noisy neighbor in your public
cloud your build times can vary so much that these timeouts become useless. Build Engineers
will tell you that a 1 hour build that is consistently 1 hour is far more desirable than a build that
ranges from 15 minutes to 2 hours.

A hybrid cloud strategy gives you the ability to put “predictable sensitive” workloads and
applications on private clouds. Other workloads and applications on public cloud infrastructure.
Many hybrid tools give you the ability to characterize workloads with Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements. This aids in the automatic placement of workloads on different cloud
infrastructure.

Security and compliance
Cyber-attacks are up. Government and security agencies have increased regulations to help
combat these malicious organizations. Protecting data and infrastructure has become the
leading concern in most IT organizations. Some strategies to protecting data is to restrict data
on specific infrastructure. Some are suggesting that public cloud or any virtualized infrastructure
should not be used for specific types of data. As the regulations change, IT organizations need
to have a strategy that gives them the flexibility to move data and workloads to different level of
secure infrastructure.
Having a hybrid cloud strategy can help IT organizations with security and compliance in several
ways: ability to move workloads between clouds, deploy and manage security policies and
procedures across multiple clouds, and audit and monitor workloads.
Moving workloads across clouds. There are times when having the ability to move workloads
and data from one cloud to another is critical to recovering from a cyber-attack. Having the
flexibility to move workloads from an infected infrastructure to a different cloud or sanitized
infrastructure is something a hybrid cloud architecture can handle through integrating a Cloud
Management Platform (CPM) and an automation framework.

Deploying and Managing Policies and Procedures. Hybrid cloud tools gives systems operators
the ability to enforce security and compliance policies across on-prem traditional infrastructure
as well as infrastructure running in the public clouds. These tools give a “single pane of glass”
interface to help manage these diverse systems and infrastructure. They also give security
operators the ability to specialize policies based on the physical location of the cloud resources
both public and private.
Auditing and monitoring. One of the key aspects to security and compliance is monitoring what
is going on in your infrastructure. There are many great tools in this space and making sure that

your security monitoring tools are monitoring your public and private cloud assets is key. If you
are only watching your private cloud infrastructure you are exposed to malicious attacks coming
through your public cloud and potentially infecting your private cloud or legacy infrastructure
assets.
Hybrid cloud tools give you control over all of your infrastructure and workloads regardless of
their location (private or public clouds). Take advantage of these tools when deploying your
hybrid cloud strategy.

Efficiency
Public Cloud does an incredible job driving efficiency in their infrastructure. Their goal is to run
all of their machines at the highest utilization numbers possible. This can sometimes be
diametrically opposed to predictive performance. At the same time if you want a process or
workload to run in the same time every time you run it, you have to reserve a machine just to
run that workload which drives your utilization numbers very low decreasing your efficiency and
increasing your cost.
Another problem that we see is the problem of abandoned workloads and VMs. These
workloads are sitting idle not doing anything. They are using some storage resources, but they
are not using any CPU or network. In the public cloud you are charged for this abandoned
infrastructure. And that can come at a large price tag. One of my customers had over 70% of
their VMs in public cloud that were abandoned. That’s right, they paid 70% more than they
needed to. But the problem is not only relegated to public cloud, private cloud has a similar
problem. Abandoned infrastructure can waste storage and valuable VM slots in the
infrastructure. So how do you fix this? Architecting a good hybrid cloud strategy can help
decrease abandoned infrastructure in a couple of ways: visibility and dynamic provisioning.
Visibility into all of your resources both public and private cloud is key to controlling costs. Cloud
Management Platforms (CMP) give you a “single pane of glass” across all of your clouds and
lets you control costs by identifying abandoned resources and dispositioning them (Kill them or
back them up). This saves real money in the public clouds by getting rid of old infrastructure that
is not being used and just costing you money. For the private cloud it frees up resources that
can be utilized for other workloads. In turn driving up your efficiency.
Dynamic provisioning is another great tool that hybrid clouds give an advantage. Many CMPs

have cost modeling built into their tools. This means that I can provision infrastructure based on
cost. Public Clouds are starting to compete on price and use the concept of spot instances
which give consumers lower prices for infrastructure for a period of time. Cloud brokers (part of
a CMP) basically shops around for the lowest price while still maintaining the QoS for the
specific workload. This decreases the overall cost of running the workload. This also gives you
visibility into your actual cost for using a particular public or private cloud.

Call to Action
Hybrid cloud architectures are giving CIOs the ability to get in front of the demands of their
customers, but there is still some heavy lifting that has to happen. Building a hybrid cloud
strategy includes organizational, behavioral and technical change that cannot happen
overnight. Developing a strong architectural vision and roadmap are key to rolling out a hybrid
cloud strategy that can take advantage of hybrid clouds strengths and prevent the thrash of the
technical industries “shiny object” of the month.

